
English Big Ideas Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13

Reading

Inference: What is an inference? How to 

make a valid and good inference, and 

making multiple inferences (may be quite 

surface/literal)

Introduction to SQUID structure/writing 

frame and key phrases (suggests, implies, 

connotes). 

Terms: consolidating language terms from 

Primary School and introducing structural 

terms, as well as literary poetic/dramatic 

terms.

Quotes: selecting concise and relevant 

textual evidence to support inference.

Inference: students gain knowledge about 

how to explain how they arrived at 

inference (because). Inferences through 

comparison - introduction of cheeky nods 

(connectives)

Terms: moving away from simply feature 

spotting and more towards understanding 

the effects of writer's choices

Quotes: students can embed quotes into 

their sentences

Inference: connecting inferences 

(snowballing by using phrases such as 

'could also suggest...') and being more 

tentative

Terms: students develop an understanding 

of how writer's use methods to shape 

meaning

Quotes: students connect quotes (coupled 

with...)

Inference: what is an alternative inference? 

Students can debate different inferences 

with confidence. Students also develop 

their comparison ability through Poetry.

Terms: students expand their knowledge of 

how structural methods are used by writers 

to shape meanings linked to their wider 

messages

Quotes: students use quotes to link 

inferences and to move argument forward

Inference: understanding the text as a 

construct and being able to analyse 

characters' behaviour at a more 

abstract/pyschological level. Students 

develop their comparison ability further 

through Non-Fiction analysis. Texts are 

more challenging by nature.

Terms: become more technical/higher 

level/specialised at this stage. 

Quotes: more challenging quotes are 

selected in an apt way

All skills become mutually complementary, 

not discrete components. Students have 

the knowledge to evaluate the strengths 

and weaknesses of alternative inferences, 

reaching informed decisions. Inferences are 

now philosophical/symbolic, seamlessly 

interwoven with writer's methods and 

socio-political messages. Students are also 

able to recognise patterns and contrasts 

across the text.

All of Year 12 knowledge but personal voice 

and ability to make judgements that are 

well argued, considering nuance. Students 

can also range around the text with 

judicious use of quotes to select 

complementary and convincing evidence to 

build their case.

Context

Victorian society - structure of society, 

childhood, identity

Shakespearean (Elizabethan, Jacobean) - 

class, women, Kings/Queens, patriarchy, 

Globe theatre (audiences)

WW1, WW2 - representation of war, 

conflict, class, society 

Shakespearean - power, conflict, Kings 

(regicide), men/women in society

Victorian society - crime, punishment, class

Shakespearean - family, love, fate, 

patriarchy, Elizabethan daughters, 

marriage, age

Victorian society - class, colonialism, 

Darwin, religion

Edwardian society (1912) and 1945 - 

captalism, socialism, class, WW1/WW2

Treatment of women in society 

Love, relationships, family

Shakespearean - power, Kings (regicide), 

James I, supernatural, religion, patriarchy, 

politics/government

English Literature - introduction to critical 

theory (Marxism, feminism, narrative, post-

colonial)

Shakespearean - tragedy, race, patriarchy, 

women, military, stereotypes, domestic 

tragedy - masculinity, capitalism

English Language and Literature - Victorian - 

Dracula, vampires, women, sexuality, 

colonialism, science and modernity, Ireland 

and the 'troubles', war and Afghanistan, 

Paris - culture and representation. Freud, 

LaCann, post-colonalism

English Literature - war and Afghanistan, 

English Language and Literature - war and 

Afghanistan, Shakespearean - conflict, 

patriarchy, women, race, stereotypes

Writing

Writing using images, Sensory detail, show 

don't tell, literary devices: metaphors, 

similes, personification

Sentence structures for effect: simple, 

compound and complex sentences

Creating atmosphere and tone to reflect 

settings

Crime conventions in the genre, creating 

tension, gripping openings and endings, in 

medias res, Development of using an image 

as stimuli, Characterisation of their own 

detective, perspective writing antagonist 

point of view, structural devices - flashback, 

flash-forward, cyclical, atmosphere 

Persuasive writing, P2 lang style- 

DAFOREST, PAFc, different forms of writing 

letter, speech, article

A focus on sophisticated language and 

varied punctuation,  more organisation 

TIPTOP paragraphs, 

Structure: drop, shift, zoom and link

Atmosphere and link to the Gothic 

conventions 

What emotions / message/issue are being 

achieved - pathetic fallacy 

Language Paper 1 Question 5

Developing and Consolidating Drop, shift, 

zoom approach cyclical structures, 

flashback 

Varied images and how to plan/write a 

response

Developing and consolidating conscious 

crafting, sentence types for effect,  

extended metaphors, range of literary 

techniques 

Language Paper 2 PAFC 

Writing to suit form (conventions), 

audience, formality 

Sarcasm, humour, crafted cheese

Intergrating - Imagine and other creative 

writing techniques (structure)

English Literature - recreative NEA (as an 

option)

English Language and Literature 

Recreative Writing - Kite Runner 

Creative style, personal voice, writing 

within the text (emulating)

Commentary - unpicking writing 

style/choices (effect)

Speaking and listening 

Use standard English

Audible 

Expresses straightforward 

ideas/information/feelings

Attempts to organise presentation

Attempts to engage an audience using 

some devices

Responds to questions in a clear manner

Use standard English

Audible 

Begins to express challenging 

ideas/information/feelings

Clearly organises presentation

Engages an audience using a range of 

devices

Responds to questions in an appropriate 

manner

Use standard English

Audible 

Confidently expresses challenging ideas/ 

information/feelings

Successfully organises and begins to 

structure presentation

Successfully engages an audience using a 

range of devices

Responds to questions in detail

Use standard English

Audible 

Begins to express sophisticated ideas/ 

information/feelings

Successfully organises and structures 

presentation

Successfully engages an audience using a 

range of effective devices

Confidently responds to questions in a 

developed way

Use standard English

Audible 

Express sophisticated ideas/ 

information/feelings

Successfully organises and structures 

presentation for effect

Successfully engages an audience using a 

range of compelling devices

Responds to questions perceptively and 

elaborates with further ideas

Continues to develop and express personal 

views during class discussion, debate and 

presentations

Maturely and perceptively responds to 

others' views

Confidently expresses personal views and 

opinions during class discussion, debate 

and presentations

Maturely and perceptively responds to 

others' views exploring profound, 

philosophical ideas


